Rapidly increasing traffic demand has forced indoor operators to deploy more and more Wi-Fi access points (APs). As AP density increases, inter-AP interference rises and may limit the capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless data traffic has rapidly increased over the last few years triggered by mobile handset innovation, e.g., tablet PCs or smartphones. The trend of traffic growth is even accelerated by bandwidth-hungry applications, e.g., real-time cloud computing or web-storage service. A significant investment in indoor network deployment is anticipated in upcoming years because most of such traffic increase is expected to come from indoors [1] . An interesting question to operators is what will be the cheapest indoor deployment strategy for such high-capacity provisioning.
Wi-Fi access points (APs) based on IEEE 802.11 standard have been so far successful due to its significantly lower unit cost than other cellular solutions. However, the contention-based system may lead to a negative impact on overall network capacity because of the fundamental lack of interference coordination. On the other hand, advanced joint processing techniques, often dubbed as networked MIMO, recently emerge as one evolutionary path in the cellular track [2] - [5] . Theoretically, it can perfectly remove interference, greatly increasing spectral efficiency. Nonetheless, this requires costly dedicated optical fibers for the fast and accurate exchange of channel state information (CSI) and user data between APs 1 which may outweigh equipment costs. Conventional pico-cellular systems with moderate interference coordination, e.g., static resource partitioning, are placed in the middle both from cost and performance perspectives. While tighter interference coordination in the cellular system certainly provides required network capacity with the fewer number of APs, it is still not so straightforward if it will have economic gain over the denser Wi-Fi network in terms of total system cost. Moreover, the wide variety of in-building structures creates different interference characteristics so that the performance benefit of coordination may diminish in some obstructed environments [6] .
Therefore, quantitative comparison among the candidate solutions is an important research task in various indoor environments.
In order to make the comparison, the both cost and performance of a system should be estimated under the same local environment. In techno-economic literature, we find only the limited number of cost comparisons between a Wi-Fi and a conventional pico-cellular system that are based on empirical cost figures from a specific market [7] - [10] . These studies mostly relied on simplified performance estimation which disregarded the distinct interference coordination mechanisms, e.g., CSMA/CA randomness in the Wi-Fi. For instance, in [7] , [8] , an overall network performance was obtained by scaling average per-cell throughput by the number of placed APs. In [9] , [10] , it was estimated more precisely by reflecting the statistics of user distribution and propagation conditions. Still, a link-level data rate was approximated as the function of received average signal to average interference plus noise ratio (SINR). In contrast, significant technology-oriented studies evaluated performance of either W-Fi or cellular systems with more refined coordination models [11] - [21] . For instance, authors in [11] - [14] estimated a performance of a Wi-Fi network by using different mathematical tools. The others in [15] - [17] studied the theoretical capacity of the cellular network by the different means of multi-antenna techniques or proposed more practical interference management algorithms [18] - [21] . However, they have thus far overlooked the importance of analyzing the economic benefit of cellular systems than the Wi-Fi system for a given data rate requirement. This led the performance of each system to be assessed in parallel in different environments with unsynchronized working assumptions and performance metrics.
The objective of our study is providing an insight into the potential way towards the future lowest-cost indoor deployment by explicitly comparing both Wi-Fi and cellular systems which have distinct interference coordination mechanisms and cost structures. While exact cost figures for equipments and backhaul are market and vendor specific, estimating the required AP density to meet an average traffic demand is our way to compare total network cost of systems which is approximately linear to the AP density [22] . For comparison purpose, the AP density of three systems is quantitatively assessed for a given average traffic demand: a Wi-Fi network, a conventional pico-cellular network with frequency planning, and an advanced cellular network with an emerging joint processing technique. The main contribution of this work is three-fold:
1) First, the required AP density of the three aforementioned systems is estimated as a function of increasing average user demand under outage constraint, particularly taking into account technical differences in the interference coordination. The impact of indoor propagation conditions, i.e., indoor wall loss and pathloss exponent, are further examined in order to see how the economic gain of one system deviates accordingly.
2) Secondly, we develop a framework for evaluating the optimistic performance of a Wi-Fi
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3) Thirdly, we provide a solution map of future indoor deployment which intuitively guides operators to choose the lowest-cost option. It is characterized by traffic demand and environmental openness with identified practical bottlenecks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overall system model including network dimensioning and traffic assumptions. Then, Wi-Fi and cellular network models are presented in Section III and IV, respectively. Section V describes a simulation methodology to estimate an individual system performance. Numerical results illustrate implications on the economic indoor system in Section VI. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Service Area Layout
As depicted in Fig. 1 , we consider a finite square service area Ω with the size of l x by l y in meters. We assume that there are walls which are equally placed and create the constant signal strength loss L w (dB). This represents the homogenous indoor materials for simplicity.
The numbers of walls are w x and w y , which are placed vertically and horizontally, respectively, in the following locations:
where a = 1, ..., w x and b = 1, ..., w y .
B. Traffic Assumptions
We focus on downlink traffic which is the main consideration of network deployment. Mobile users equipped with single antenna are assumed to be uniformly and independently distributed with the average density of E[λ u ] (users/km 2 ). Typically, the traffic load pattern varies drastically on an hourly basis [26] . Thus, a busy hour, which refers to the time during a day with the most traffic, is a commonly used concept in telecommunications for network dimensioning [10] , [27] .
We assume that the ω fraction of the day are busy hours when the traffic is intensified. By assuming that all users are equally served during the busy hour in an average sense, a network can support a feasible average user throughput denoted by µ (Mbps/user) during the busy hour.
In addition, average monthly traffic volume per user in GB/month/user has been used as the conventional metric of measuring network usage in telecommunication business since it provides an intuitive understanding of customer behavior. For instance, the mobile broadband usage today is 1-2 (GB/month/user) in most developed countries [28] . Following this convention, our work adopts this metric instead of classical system spectral efficiency in bps/Hz which is common in most of technical analysis. Then, average user demand D (GB/month/user) can be defined by
where c 0 represents the scaling constant to transform Mbps/user unit to GB/month/user. It 
C. Propagation Model
We assume that both an AP and a user have single antenna for the analysis simplicity. Then, each radio link is affected by the path loss attenuation and Rayleigh fading. For the path loss between AP i and user j, we adopt a general Indoor Multiwall and Floor model which considers all walls intersecting the direct ray between an AP and a user [6] , [29] . By assuming single floor, the path loss between AP i and user j can be dependent on the internal wall and distance as given in
where L 0 , α, d ij , and φ ij represent the constant loss, a pathloss exponent, the distance in meter between AP i and user j, and the number of walls across a AP i and a user j, respectively. Also, α depends on the size or the surroundings of the rooms or operating frequency. In general, the bigger size of rooms with hard obstacles at higher frequency creates the higher α [6] , [30] .
Additionally, we assume an independent and identical small-scale Rayleigh fading channel
. By assuming rich scattering, all channels are perfectly uncorrelated. This can be justified in a fact that APs or users are sufficiently separated and many scattering objects in indoors [31] , e.g., furniture or uneven wall surfaces. Then, let us define the complex channel response between AP i and user j as
Note that L ij represents the linearly scaled path gain, i.e., L ij = 10
. Then, a complex channel coefficient matrix is denoted by H = {h ij } for all active links in a given time. Then, the channel power gain g ij can be computed from squaring the amplitude of h ij , i.e., g ij = |h ij | 2 .
We also consider a block fading model, where H remains quasi-static within a fading block, but varies between contiguous fading blocks.
D. Performance Measure
The overall network capacity is evaluated with respect to average area throughput density E[λ s ] (Mbps/km 2 ) subject to the outage probability constraint ν = Pr(SINR j < γ t ) < β. we assume that a deployed network can support µ (Mbps/user) during the busy hour on average:
E. Network Dimensioning
The APs should be dimensioned to support µ during the busy hour for a given average user density E[λ u ] under the constraint of ν < β. We assume that the APs are placed regularly in order to maintain the equal geographical area per BS. That is, n x by n y APs are placed as shown in Fig. 1 . The location planning could be further optimized considering the building geometry and its indoor structure. Since our objective is comparing systems employing the distinct interference coordination mechanisms, we leave the location optimality issue out of the scope. Instead, we refer interested readers to our previous work on this aspect [32] . We simply assume the locations (x ap , y ap ) of deployed APs are given as
where a = 1, ..., n x and b = 1, ..., n y .
III. WI-FI NETWORK MODEL
The performance evaluation of a Wi-Fi network itself is a challenging task since the mathematical modeling of the complex behavior of multiple APs is difficult. An accurate packet-level simulation is also very time-consuming particularly in a dense network. Thus, we propose a
Wi-Fi network model where practical impairments in MAC and PHY layer are idealized, but the key features of CSMA/CA operation are captured. This model can be used to estimate the optimistic performance of a multi-channel Wi-Fi network in obstructed indoor environments to yield the minimal number of APs for a given user demand.
A. 802.11 Channel Model
Depending on the IEEE 802.11 standard variants, a number of orthogonal frequency channels are defined. The 802.11b/g standard provides a set of 14 frequency channels among which only 3 non-overlapping channels are possible, whereas 802.11a offers around 8 non-overlapping channels depending on the spectrum availability in 5 GHz [33] . Thus, the frequency reuse number
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B. MAC and PHY Layer Model
In principle, the MAC operation is based on CSMA/CA mechanism regardless of the operating frequency and standard variants. We also assume that all APs transmit data at the same fixed power P t (mW). Since we suppose that a network is dimensioned to meet average user throughput during a busy hour, persistent downlink traffic is presumed with no or negligible upstream traffic.
Let us define a set of APs operating in a frequency channel k as A k . As for the association, each user attaches to the AP offering the highest L ij . Note that each user may instantaneously have worse signal strength from the associated AP than nearby APs due to fading component z ij . However, this assumption reflects the practical association criteria which is based on average signal strength.
At a given data transmission time, only a subset of A k can be concurrently active due to CSMA/CA operation. Let A k x be the set of all co-channel APs which are in the contention domain of AP x operating in a channel k. It is mathematically expressed as follows:
where CS li thr (mW) represents the linearly scaled carrier sensing threshold of CS thr (dBm), i.e., CS li thr = 10 CS thr 10 . The collision probability (outage in a cellular context) and the spatial reuse gain are affected by CS thr since it defines the size of the contention domain. Intuitively, the higher CS thr makes APs aggressively reuse the space domain, i.e., more simultaneous transmission for higher capacity but with more collision. Typically, the IEEE 802.11 standard suggests CS thr for equal transmission opportunity in unlicensed band [33] . For this, we use CS thr =-85 dBm as defined in [33] which is named as Baseline Wi-Fi. Nevertheless, there may be a strong motivation for operators to adjust CS thr for striking their own balances between capacity and collision probability. Thus, we also examine lower CS thr for the comparison purpose which is referred to as Aggressive Wi-Fi.
In a practical Wi-Fi network, collisions among APs in a contention domain can occur because of the mismatch in the timing of carrier sensing and actual transmission. However, we assume that all APs in A k x always listen when AP x transmits data. Although the perfect carrier sensing removes the impairment due to temporal mismatch, collisions due to spatial mismatch between carrier-sensing APs and receiving users, a so-called hidden node problem, can still occur. However, the impact of the hidden node problem becomes negligible with denser deployment because the distance between a user and its serving AP is much closer than the carrier-sensing range [12] .
Likewise, the conservative transmission due to an exposed node problem also diminishes with densification.
Let us refer to the set of all active APs elected by the MAC protocol in a frequency channel k at a given time as Φ k ⊂ A k . We here omit the time index t unless any ambiguity is introduced.
Since Φ k plays an important role in the performance of a Wi-Fi network, a precise and yet simple model describing this set is necessary while capturing the important features of CSMA/CA.
Matérn hard core point process has been recently paid an attention to estimate data rates of a generic CSMA/CA network. This is theoretically founded on Poisson point process (PPP) with an additional thinning process [34] . Several studies used this to model the MAC operation for estimating data rates of a dense Wi-Fi network [12] , [13] . However, the classical homogeneous PPP assumption suffers from several drawbacks in practical indoor situations, as argued in [34] - [36] . First of all, the effect of obstructed indoor environment, which creates spatially varying interference, is hard to be analyzed even if it is one of crucial factors to affect the performance of indoor deployment. Secondly, it probabilistically permits some APs out of the contention domains to be silent. This leads to the reduced spatial reuse gain, i.e., fewer number of simultaneous transmission. Thirdly, the spatial average of AP locations in infinite service areas is estimated by assuming homogeneous interference. Practical indoor Wi-Fi networks have finite service areas such that users near the boundary experience lower interference level than those at the center. Lastly, it is only applicable to single channel operation which overestimates the collision probability than multi-channel Wi-Fi deployment in practice.
These motivate us to consider a Simple Sequential Inhibition (SSI) process which is applicable to more realistic indoor environments by empirical simulation [25] . As a family of random sequential packing process, the SSI is known to be more appropriate to model CSMA/CA networks and was originally developed for a finite continuous spatial domain [23] , [24] . Let
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. The process stops whenever entire APs in A k are either active APs or in the contention domain of any active APs.
A sample of active APs Φ k can be built by such SSI process as exemplified in Fig. 2 . This process always lets APs transmit unless it is in the range of the contention domain of other active APs, contrary to Matérn point process. Note that a recent work in [14] also proposed a simulation-based model to approximate a data rate in a multi-channel dense Wi-Fi network.
Although the data rate is modeled as a function of AP density, it still assumed the pessimistic interference where any active APs always experience interference form all APs in A k .
For a given realization Φ k , each active AP x ∈ Φ k randomly selects user j to transmit data.
Then, the data rate can be ideally achieved as
where R wifi max = w wifi i η wifi and σ 2 (mW) is average noise power for whole system bandwidth W .
A practical Wi-Fi system uses a discrete rate and the rate adaptation is also imperfect due to the lack of explicit channel information feedback from users unlike the cellular systems [33] . In this regard, the rate model implicitly assumes the perfect rate adaptation without any quantization.
Thus, our approach again gives us the optimistic performance of the dense Wi-Fi network.
IV. CELLULAR NETWORK MODEL
For comparative analysis with the Wi-Fi network, we consider two representative indoor cellular systems with distinct coordination techniques: a conventional pico-cellular system with static frequency planning and an advanced system employing multi-cell zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming.
A. Conventional Frequency Planning
The frequency planning is the one of static coordination techniques which were used in a conventional cellular network to mitigate multi-cell interference. In the conventional planning, whole system bandwidth W is partitioned into K non-overlapping equal-width bands in a centralized planning process. Then, each AP i transmits at full power P t using one out of K disjoint bands whose amount is given as:
Recall that K wifi in the Wi-Fi network is fixed irrespective of propagation conditions due to the restrictions in standards whereas K in the conventional cellular coordination can be adaptively determined. For a given K, a user j is randomly selected at a given time and achieves data rate [4] , [37] . However, we confine our study to the static frequency planning as a reference since our objective is to compare representative cellular systems with the Wi-Fi system.
B. Multi-cell Zero Forcing Beamforming
While co-channel interference still exists in the conventional pico-cellular network, it can be ideally removed by the means of advanced multi-cell joint processing techniques. Several precoding strategies in the joint processing have been proposed and studied [2] , [5] . In general, dirty paper coding (DPC) is known as the precoding strategy to yield the information theoretical upper bound [38] , [39] . Alternatively, suboptimal linear precoding based DPC, commonly referred to as ZF-DPC, deals with the part of interference with a linear precoding strategy whereas remaining interference still relies on nonlinear DPC coding [40] . However, it is generally very complex to implement such non-linear precoding techniques in a practical system. Instead, zero forcing (ZF) beamforming which is entirely a linear processing is considered both in academia and industries as one way of practical implementations of the joint processing [2] , [41] - [43] .
The ZF technique becomes near-optimal in high SNR regime which is at the focus of our interest, i.e., a dense indoor network. Thus, we will employ the linear ZF as the representative joint-processing technique.
Although the ZF has a great potential to improve the performance of the indoor network, it may be sensitive to imperfect channel estimation or feedback delay [15] - [17] . Therefore, we consider two cases for the ZF: ideal ZF with perfect CSI at transmitters (CSIT) and one with CSIT errors.
1) Ideal ZF:
Let us refer to the vector of signals transmitted by N single antenna APs as
. Then, the vector of received signals y ∈ C [M×1] in M single antenna users can be described as
where H ∈ C [M×N] and n ∈ C [M×1] is referred to as an additive white noise vector with
Suppose that H is perfectly known at the network side without any feedback delay and estimation/quantization errors. x can be now reconstructed with linear beamforming matrix W ∈ May 5, 2014 DRAFT C [N×M] as:
where the j-th element in the vector u ∈ C [M×1] is the information-bearing data symbol intended for the j-th user. We also assume that the elements of u are independent zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance E[u j u † j ] = p j (mW). Then,
User j receives y j = u j + n j so that it can achieve data rate
where R zf max = W η zf represents the maximum link data rate supported by the network. For the fair comparison with other systems, we disregard the multiuser diversity gain by randomly selecting single active user per AP in a given time. Thus, all channel matrices considered in the sequel are N-by-N by setting N = M. Because we assume that data symbols heading to different users follow independent and zero-mean Gaussian distribution, per-antenna power constraint (PAPC)
can be expressed as linear constraints, i.e. E[
rates j R zf j are concave in the symbols power vector p j . Then, power allocation for the sum rate maximization becomes a convex programming problem which is efficiently solvable by standard optimization techniques [44] .
2) δ-erroneous ZF: When ZF is used in a practical cellular network, the interference may not be perfectly removed since some elements of H can be outdated due to the channel dynamics and feedback delay. This leads to inaccurate symbol power allocation and the beamforming matrix W selection. We propose a simple method to model this by introducing the probability δ that CSIT is outdated for a given link. We assume that only fading component z ij varies in consecutive fading blocks with consistent L ij . Then, at a given feedback delay τ between channel estimation and data transmission at time t, let us define δ as
If the CSIT is outdated, we also assume that there is correlation of ρ between z t ij and its delayed version z t−τ ij . This is modeled as the first order of autoregressive process [45] : 
A. Numerical Optimization for Resource Allocation
For a certain K wifi , the frequency assignment in a Wi-Fi network needs to be optimized.
Traditionally, the multi-cell frequency assignment was formulated as a graph-coloring problem.
However, it is generally known as a NP-hard problem due to its combinatorial property [46] .
Thus, when the large number of APs are deployed, a search for the optimal solution is prohibitive.
Instead, we employ a heuristic algorithm where each AP is randomly and sequentially chosen and is allocated the frequency channel generating the minimum aggregate interference. In the frequency planned cellular network, both the frequency reuse number K and its assignment should be optimized. In the classical Wyner model where hexagonal cell patterns are infinitely repeated, K can be determined by the closed-form of expressions [47] . However, it cannot be applicable to our indoor layout which is composed of finite service areas with indoor walls. Instead, we exhaustively search the lowest K * subject to ν < β by evaluating network performance for all possible K. The network performance for each possible K is evaluated by applying the same frequency assignment algorithm used for the Wi-Fi network. While the frequency assignment to the Wi-Fi and conventional cellular system is performed based on average propagation loss, the symbol power allocation in ZF is optimized in every snapshot of channel realization by using a convex optimization package to exploit the dynamic coordination [48] .
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B. Simulation Procedure
When APs are deployed, K wifi and K orthogonal frequency channels are assigned in the Wi-Fi network and the conventional cellular network, respectively. Then, a snapshot based Monte-Carlo method is applied to estimate the average performance of three systems. In each snapshot, a simulation procedure is described as follows:
1) A set of users are uniformly and independently dropped and each user associates with the AP providing the strongest average signal strength. Each AP randomly selects one user to be served. The channel gain matrix H is generated for the chosen users.
2) For the case of a Wi-Fi network, one realization of Φ k is generated by the SSI process to create the active set of APs. The optimal symbol power in ZF is also computed and allocated for selected users.
3) Then, we evaluate Eq. (1), (2), and (3) for all served users and the sample values of aggregate data rates λ s in each system and count the number of active users in outage.
We estimate E[λ s ] and ν by averaging the independent sample values. Afterward, we enumerate
by increasing the number of APs and apply the same simulation procedure to different L w and α.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results obtained by simulation with the parameters summarized in Table I . We illustrate the required AP density which meets the average user demand under the outage probability constraint. This is further examined in two different propagation conditions: the line of sight (LoS) conditions without any walls and higher pathloss exponent with walls.
A. Deployment Options in Open Environment
In this subsection, we compare the deployment density of the Wi-Fi network and the other two cellular solutions when α=2 and L w = 0, which is more likely to occur with network 2 We assume η wif i achievable in popular 802.11a/b/g systems which support up to 54 Mbps for 20 MHz bandwidth. 3 It is assumed that η sta and η zf are equivalent to the link spectral efficiency required in IMT-Advanced systems in single antenna configuration [49] 
bps/Hz
The maximum link spectral efficiency in the cellular system 3 η sta , η 
1) Wi-Fi Network Limit:
We can identify from Fig. 3 that the baseline Wi-Fi densification has almost no capacity expansion. This can be explained as follows. Since all co-channel APs in Ω are in the contention domain in our parameter setting, only one AP in each channel can be active in a given time regardless of AP density. Thus, there can be three active APs at maximum which is equal to K wifi . In addition, every served user can reach the highest rate R wifi max regardless of its location in Ω because high received signal strength can be achieved due to very low propagation loss. Consequently, the densification does not result in network capacity expansion, i.e., no gain from spatial reuse and shorter service range. In the aggressive Wi-Fi with CS thr =-65 dBm, extra capacity is gained with more collisions (less than β). It is noticeable in Fig. 4 that the densification decreases the collision since it lets APs stay closer to their users while interference is maintained by CS thr . Still, the deployment density rapidly grows again when average user demand exceeds a certain level, i.e., roughly 7 GB/month/user. Beyond this level, additional Wi-Fi densification marginally increase the network capacity so that alternative cellular solutions are essential.
2) Practical Challenge in Networked MIMO:
When compared with the conventional cellular network, the multi-cell ZF beamforming ideally provides the same capacity with much less AP density which was corroborated in many existing studies [2] , [41] , [42] . For instance, it requires 25 times less densification than conventional cellular network when user demand is 40 GB/month/user. In total cost perspective, the joint processing can be economic unless deployment cost per AP is 25 times more expensive than the conventional cellular system. However, only 2% errors in H results in very large outage and it is magnified with densification for the given δ as shown in Fig. 4 . Accordingly, extremely high accuracy on CSIT is required to maximally exploit the cost benefit of the joint processing. high-capacity indoor service. However, the maximum data rate may be limited to support future high data rate services although densification of the conventional cellular system can increase the average network capacity. For instance, video streaming services, as one of main drivers for traffic growth in near future [50] , requires the various ranges of consistent minimum data rate according to the type of devices and resolution as provided in Table II . Fig. 5 illustrates the maximum permissible data rate with the optimal K * depending on available total system bandwidth W and α. Even without any waste of spectrum usage for guard band protection or other protocol overhead, we can find in the LoS condition that more than 5 MHz is required to serve a single smartphone user whereas typical laptops at least need 25 MHz. Therefore, spectrum will be one practical bottleneck in the conventional static coordination approach in order to provision such high-bandwidth real-time service in open environments. 
3) Spectrum Bottleneck in Static Coordination
B. Deployment Options in Obstructed Environment
While the LoS condition is likely to occur in wide open areas, e.g., shopping malls or outdoor hotspots on streets, there are also indoor environments with many walls and higher α, e.g., furnished offices [6] . Thus, the impact of different propagation conditions on the deployment options needs to be studied. To make a contrast from the harsh interference condition in the previous subsection, we consider a propagation condition where 25 rooms are introduced with α = 4. Fig. 6 provides the quantified deployment density in this environment. The baseline Wi-Fi densification can support more user demand thanks to better spatial reuse, i.e., reduced contention domain, than the open environment. Accordingly, the range of user demand where a Wi-Fi can stay as the lowest cost solution is extended. Still, the required AP density rapidly grows after a certain demand level, i.e., when the number of APs exceed the number of rooms for the baseline Wi-Fi. In the end, the Wi-Fi network capacity is bounded due to the fundamental limitation in CSMA/CA. Similarly to the open environment, aggressive Wi-Fi can give more capacity with increased ν < β as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Nevertheless, the AP density begins to rapidly increase in very high demand.
Beyond the Wi-Fi network limit, the ideal ZF can satisfy the user demand with fewer AP density than conventional frequency planning. As shown in Fig. 7 , it is noticeable that the outage of ideal ZF is higher with low AP density than other system solutions. This is because reduced signal strength due to the energy spent to penetrate walls for interference cancellation may outweigh the gain of removing interference. The required ratio of densification for the frequency planned network over the multi-cell ZF significantly drops from 25 to 3.3 when we compare Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 . In the presence of the given cost for the advanced equipment and optical fibers installation, this indicates that the joint processing becomes a much less attractive solution in obstructed environments. The environmental impact on the performance benefit of the joint processing has been neglected in most of existing work despite the importance of considering wide variety of indoor environments. More discussions on this issue can be found in our previous work [52] .
C. Implications for Affordable Future Indoor Deployment
Based on our findings, we can bring out a map for the cheapest wireless system solution in wireless systems with identified practical bottlenecks. In low user demand, an existing Wi-Fi network can be the economic solution due to its low AP equipment cost and almost free backhaul cost. However, as the demand increases, denser AP deployment cannot support it due to limited spatial reuse gain from the CSMA/CA mechanism. In the high demand, the conventional cellular solution with static coordination can be the cheapest option particularly in closed environments, i.e., high α and rich walls such as offices. This is because the joint processing may not have sufficient performance gain to compensate the expenses of pricey fiber installation. However, in open environments such as concert halls or department stores where the LoS condition is likely to occur, the joint processing can support the high demand with cheaper system cost than the static coordination since it can have substantial gain from interference cancellation. This can be enabled only when extremely high CSIT accuracy can be achieved. Otherwise, sufficient amount of spectrum needs to be secured so that the conventional cellular network can guarantee DRAFT the quality of service (QoS) of high-speed services.
VII. CONCLUSION
We studied the economic benefit of interference coordination for high-capacity indoor deployment in terms of total network cost. We quantitatively compared the required AP density of three representative systems at a given average traffic demand: a Wi-Fi network, a conventional pico-cellular network with static frequency planning, and an advanced cellular network with multi-cell zero-forcing beamforming. We found that the cost benefit of interference coordination strongly depends on average user demand level and propagation conditions. Wi-Fi densification can be the lowest cost deployment option as of now when expected demand is relatively low in obstructed environments with high pathloss exponent and walls. Nonetheless, after a certain demand level, Wi-Fi deployment cost rapidly grows due to the fundamental limitation of time sharing mechanism in CSMA/CA. Beyond such a Wi-Fi network limit, the conventional pico-cellular network can be the cheapest solution in the obstructed environments because the performance gain of the joint processing considerably drops in the presence of wall loss. The joint processing is identified as the only viable solution in open environments. However, extremely accurate CSIT needs to be assured for achieving the performance gain in practice. In this work, we assumed a fully-loaded network during busy hour which leads to pessimistic interference situations. A more realistic interference model reflecting the dynamic fluctuation of traffic load should be further considered to estimate network performance.
